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As you know, the legalization of medical and recreational marijuana in several states has allowed many consumers to get used to buying cannabis at the dispensary. Even more intriguing though is the possibility that legalization has created for adults and patients to cultivate cannabis in their own homes. While laws, restrictions and regulations are different for each state, almost every state with some form of legalized marijuana allows
home cultivation to some extent. Although it is perfectly legal, some people do not exercise their right to grow cannabis because of the perception that it is too difficult, expensive or from time to time. Don't let the lack of ambition from others discourage you though. If done correctly, growing cannabis at home can be fun, simple and cost effective! We believe that everyone should have access to their pure hemp. That's why we decided
to bring you a comprehensive guide to growing marijuana, created specifically with novice growers in mind. With substantial knowledge to grow, you will learn the benefits and tips of different growing methods, how to maximize plant yields and growth time, better harvest, drying, treatments and more! Who is ready to start their journey to grow cannabis? Before starting your cannabis to grow, you have to decide if you want an indoor
growing system or outdoor growing system. When it comes to indoor growing environments, DWC, or deep-sea culture, is a type of hydroponic growing method where the roots of each plant grow in a bath of water. One of the main advantages of the DWC system is that it promotes faster growth. Unlike growing cannabis in soil, roots grown in DWC do not need to waste energy to find what the plant needs; nutrients are readily
available by the roots. A young clone growing up in deep-sea culture. Photo Credit plants have unlimited oxygen supply due to the addition of oxygen from air stone to the reservoir. Since the plant spends less energy finding what it needs to grow, it channels that energy for plant growth. In addition, with proper guidance and quality adjustment, DWC takes less time to maintain than average growth. The bubbler bucket tank is a simple
system that suspends plant roots in a highly oxygenated nutrient solution. The roots are immersed in a solution of nutrient water in a bucket, and then replenished, as needed. The roots of a cannabis plant growing in deep-sea culture. Photo Credit The most important growing tip to check on your cannabis plants daily. As with many processes, the easiest way to solve a problem is in the early stages! If there is something wrong with
your plant in the DWC system, your first step in fixing your plant should always be to change out of the tank. Usually root rot occurs when the roots are in the water, so it is essential to establish a preventive procedure for changing the reservoir every seven days. Adding useful to the reservoir is also effective in avoiding and combating root rot. Keeping the air and water temperature under control is also a very important measure. The air
temperature should be 75-85 degrees Fahrenheit when the light is on and will drop by 10 degrees when the lights are off. The water temperature should remain constant at a constant temperature. Your empty portholes can be used to change the water tank using a pump, making it easy to check what's going on inside. The strongest females were left to vegetate. Photo Credit A common mistake to avoid when growing with DWC does
not check the pH level of the water. This is important for any growth! Dirty tanks or not use an aerator 24/7 are two additional important errors, since the roots must have excessive oxygen so they do not drown. While some people like to keep a completely sterile reservoir with only nutrients and water, and no trace of anything alive, there are some good sources of beneficial bacteria that can be added. Bad bacteria are obviously bad,
but we like to emphasize the possibility of bacteria that can benefit your growth. To avoid potentially harmful bacteria, be active in changing the water reservoir. In addition, having too many plants in a single tank can lead to problems such as white powdery mold. Do not cramp your plants, instead, we recommend growing one plant on the reservoir to allow the roots to spread and give the leaves and buds more space. Washing plants
by removing nutrients and salts improves the quality and taste of the final product. By simply draining the bubble bucket tank and adding plain (pN neutral) water for two to three days before harvest, the plant will use all the existing nutrients contained in the stems, leaves and kidneys. Growing hemp with Coco Coir Coco coir is another great method of growing, especially for beginners. This makes it easy to garden the soil with rapid
hydroponic growth using fibrous coconut husks instead of pouring mixture. Compared to soil growth, it absorbs moisture much more easily, allowing plants to take more nutrients and retain oxygen more efficiently because of its lighter texture. It also provides a forgiving buffer, reducing shock stress when human mistakes are made, such as adding too many nutrients, a common mistake. A healthy cannabis plant growing in coco-cuar.
Photo Credit Coco is much easier to wash off than DWC because you don't change the entire tank. In fact, watering coconut coir is very versatile. You can use the flood and drain hydroponic system, which when the nutrient system temporarily floods out from under the plant, is controlled by a pump and a timer rather than dripping from above, like most hydroponic systems. You also Use the most recognized top water to waste the
system, which just takes a bucket of water and watering your plant until the water comes out of the bottom of the pot. The quality of coco coir is necessary for the best results. Photo Credit When When Cannabis with coconut, good quality coconut coir makes a huge difference, especially with regard to root development. A three-to-one coconut mixture for perlite is recommended for beginners, as it requires less watering frequency and
better retains moisture and nutrients. For more experienced producers, a one-to-one coconut-to-perlite ratio is recommended as you can water more often, giving the plant more nutrient absorption and allowing for more aggressive root growth. Some common errors may occur when growing with coconut if the producer allows the coconut to get too dry as the mixture dries quickly. Not checking the pH of a nutrient water solution and not
flushing on a permanent basis is also a critical error as you use more nutrients with coco and excess residual nutrients can cause common symptoms of nutrient deficiency. It is also very important to use Cal-Mag, or calcium and magnesium, in your coconut growing environment. Calcium plays a direct role in plant root development, nutrient absorption and protein synthesis. Magnesium is an integral part of the production of
chlorophyll, helping plants with photosynthesis, as well as helping in the synthesis of sugars and proteins. Together, the right amount of magnesium and calcium will help keep your cannabis plant healthy. Outdoor Growing Outdoor Growing Is a Common Gardening Technique that most people with domestic plants or vegetable gardens are familiar with. You can use organic, compost soil, or shop bought soil with added liquid nutrients.
An example of DIY organic soil. Photo Credit To make organic soil, you need a mixture of bioliving, alfalfa food, oyster shell for calcium, blood meal and bone flour, humic acid to keep the roots clean, and algae. Since the store bought the soil, use organic nutrients and start adding them about three weeks in the vegetative stage. With synthetic nutrients, you should wash them off regularly. Flood the soil with as much fresh water as it
can withstand and leave it for a few minutes to have the nutrients to be picked up and then flood it again to get nutrients from the plant. The advantage for outdoor soil cultivation is that if you have a good base soil created, it is not necessary to add nutrients throughout the plant's life cycle. That means less work for you! It is also likely that the smell and taste profiles of your kidneys will increase as well. A couple of outdoor marijuana
plants are thriving. Photo Credit A common mistake when growing outdoors is overwatering. Wait to water until the first three inches or so, or about the depth of the joint, the soil is dry. You can appreciate your soil by pulling the container it is in slightly outwards. Not checking pH after mixing nutrients, or using nutrients too often is also common mistakes that you want to avoid. Do not use a miracle to grow or other similar slowly release
soil. Your plants won't get amount of nitrogen needed during vegetation, and they will get too much nitrogen during flowering. Manufacturers have recorded many marijuana growing techniques over the years to make sure you make the most of your crop. If you want to maximize yield and maximize the amount of light that your cannabis plant gets, it is important to practice bending and securing parts of the plant, or removing parts of
the plant altogether. While there are many different methods, it is important to note which ones will be most sustainable for your growing average. Bending and securing your hemp plant screen green (ScrOG) Is one method for bending and securing parts of ScrOG marijuana plants, or screen green. ScrOG is ideal for an indoor manufacturer that only grows a small number of plants. In places like Colorado, for example, this method is
ideal as a legal growth limit for three flowering plants at a time. ScrOG is designed to optimize energy from light, creating a uniform canopy space where the lower growth of the plant is forced up to form a flat canopy. By spreading out the canopy and growing the plant horizontally until a few weeks into the flowering stage, more mostly place of the hopeful cola will take place. The canopy of one plant can be grown as a four-foot
canopy. An example of ScrOG, or Green Screen. Photo Credit Top Plant (see Removal of parts of the plant section below) when the plant is about 10 inches in the vegetative stage top again on the second set of new nude growth after the first top. At this stage, for soil or soil less, a five gallon pot will work Repeat for each new growth. If you grow your plant more, You have to switch to at least seven gallons of pot for soil or soil Place
screen just above the top height After the growth of the new tops long enough to move to the next square, gently bend them down under the ScrOG trellises on the next square, stacking them under to the next square Continue this process as the plant continues to grow - laying the tops horizontally under each ScrOGtrellis square to reach your preferred size Weeks in flowering, stop forcing the plant horizontally to super cropping
another bend and providing a super pruning method. This is more of a high-stress training, or HST, method. It can be used for any growing environment, but it is best done a week or two before the flowering stage. It involves slightly hurting the plant in a deliberate manner, bending the stem until the inner tissues break, be careful not to damage the outer skin of the stem. SuperCropping can help increase yields and possibly create
more powerful buds. Cannabis plants are very resistant and can pop back if super pruning is not done properly. Because of this, it's favorable to tie the branch after you are super circumcised (a technique known as low-stress training). Grab the stem with and your index finger and squeeze it, slightly wiggling the stem between your fingers -- kind of like you're rolling it between your fingers. This will loosen the inner fabric to help in
making your bend Continue above the step until the inside of the stem feels soft and malleable to gently bend the stem in the direction that you want it in. Photo Credit Low Stress Training LST, or low-stress training, is less severe than SuperCropping as you don't physically damage the plant. Gently bending and tying the stems of your plants to change the shape of the overall plant structure will allow more yields and help your plants
produce multiple colas rather than just one. We recommend avoiding LST later in the life of the plant, as this may become more difficult due to the thicker, woody stems of the plant. Low stress training, or LST, is a great way to effectively use a light source. Photo Credit with LST, the main goal is to bend the above stems down and from the middle of the plant, so that the plant begins to take a flat and wide shape. Eventually, your plant
will start using its light source more efficiently. LST can also be used to eliminate cannabis plants that grow taller than others in your grow, helping you maintain complete control over the height, shape and size of the plants. Removing plant parts Removing parts of a cannabis plant can also help maximize yields when growing. Some of the most common methods include topping, FIMing, and lollipopping (pruning). Topping topping is
the process of completely removing the main stem of the plant as a seedling, cutting off the newest knot on the main stake of your plant, disrupting its ape dominance, or the tendency to grow one main cola, and immediately splitting the plant into two main stems. This forces the plant to transfer its energy to two new main colas, growing those, stimulating the rest of the plant to grow wider and thicker. The filling is an important aspect of
plant maintenance. Photo Credit By simply trimming the tops of your cannabis plant, you can grow a bushier plant with lots of buds. Topping will reduce the height instantly as well, which can be helpful if you let your plant get too high while increasing the number of cola. If done correctly, an effective filling will improve your final harvest, meaning more buds for you to harvest. Cut the newest knot on the main stake of your marijuana
plant, right above the leaves of the second knot. Cut through the stem, straight over his second set of leaves on top Use your thumb and index nails to squeeze and snatch a new height higher, right down to the first set of knots. There should be no more than a blackening of new growth to Often, the lower branches grow to become the new main colas; this is especially true if you combine topping with LST to open a factory and and
lower branches to get more light. FIMing FIMing is very similar to topping, but you take about 20 percent less from the plant. FIMing is less stressful for your plant than topping, since it takes vegetative plants longer to recover from topping. FIMing also removes less stalk plants than stuffing. By shaving the top of your plant instead of removing it completely, it can have comparable effects like topping up with a reduced chance of lifting
plants and faster recovery time. FIMing also stimulates the plant to grow up to four main knots in one pinch (rather than two with stuffing), while unlikely to slow the growth or decline in plant height. Start pinching or cutting your plant when it has three to five knots in total. From there, use discretion based on plant health and desired shape to determine when TO FIM again. Remember, never FIM during the flowering stage! FIMing can
help increase yields and create more reliable cola. Photo Credit When pinched, pinch a small amount on the tips of the leaves of the newest growth on the main cola, which is not elongated yet the new leaves should look crushed, and your plant may look strange, but it's normal you'll know your plant is doing well when the stems start to thicken at the base. We recommend FIMing and pinching over cutting your plant because it allows
more room for bugs, is less stressful in the plant and leaves damaged foliage in the plant. There are a few downsides to FIMing, however, such as the inability to break the ape dominance or create an asymmetrical cola. Lollipopping/ Pruning lollipopping is a useful pruning method. Pruning is a process of selective pruning of plants so that they can produce the most flowers or kidneys. For growing marijuana, this means ensuring even
the slightest number of plants get maximum yield. Pruning techniques are often used by professional manufacturers seeking to maximize results in a confined growing space. Lollipopping bands from lower leaves and small branches, shifting focus to higher-yielding areas. Photo Credit With pruning, there is no reason to preserve small branches that will produce tiny buds. Pruning helps the plant to concentrate its energy in more
developed branches and main cola, as well as keeping air flowing through all parts of the plant. Pruning should be done during the growing life cycle of the plant. Although pruning has a beneficial effect when growing marijuana plants, it can also cause dangerous levels of stress. Like humans, plants respond to stress with hormonal release. In the case of cannabis plants, the answer involves the release of yasmonic acid, a growth
inhibitor. When the acid is released, the plants stop growing and focus on This is the reason why excessive pruning can lead to slower growth and should be carried out with great care. Cloning Work smarter, not harder! If you start deciding whether you want to start with seeds or clones and you want results clones are the way! The benefits of cloning clones are essentially an accurate duplicate of a plant with the same genetics and
have a faster growth process compared to the seeds. While clones can provide a faster way to harvest, be careful that you take clones from mother plants in good health. Growing a clone from a sick mother will be problematic at best as you will inherit the same health problems the mother is experiencing. As a novice producer, dealing with plant health problems can be tough, so always grow with quality clones with good health and
energy. Breaking down the cloning process. Photo Credit If you keep a mother plant, you can continue to grow cannabis with the same genetics and cannabinoids profiles if you take advantage of its clones. A mother's plant is a plant that you keep in the vegetative cycle of cultivation. You will also have all female plants (only female plants produce buds) when cloned from a female cannabis plant by the mother. How to take a clone
cutting process is simple. The clone is simply a stalk, or cutting, of mature (and healthy) cannabis plants that has been in a vegetative phase for at least two months. When cutting a clone, it is best to take the incision at an altitude of four to five inches, so you can start topping the plants when they are shorter. Once you have taken your incision and dipped in growth hormone, take a cut and place it in an environment usually rockwool or
fast roots. Then place the cutting inside the dome, allowing high humidity levels and temperatures that don't fluctuate much outside 75-80 degrees Fahrenheit. This process can take anywhere from five to fourteen days. An example of a healthy clone. Photo Credit Using techniques like Sea Green (SoG) (not to be confused with ScrOG), you can easily manipulate the timing to get a faster way out with cannabis plants. SoG is a strategy
of naturally growing many small cannabis plants and putting them in flowering when they are still small, resulting in a sea of plants. They will collect faster because they don't have to be big enough to maintain the same total number of bud sites. Given that SoG requires no training, this technique is popular with those who grow autoflowering strains because these strains are difficult to illustrate most traditional plant preparation
methods. Autoflowering strains automatically switch from vegetative growth to flowering with age, rather than differentiating the vegetative and flowering environment. Using the sea green will lead to even a canopy and faster harvests. Photo Credit If you live somewhere with legal plant restrictions, SoG is harder because you grow a lot of small plants rather than training smaller larger plants to fit your space. If you can grow as many
plants as you want, it's a faster harvest selection and you can grow different strains How to create a sea of green to make your own sea green, start by growing seeds or clones of cherries using 18 to 24 hours until they reach about one to 12 inches in height. The space plants are about one or two plants per square foot. Change the lighting to 12 hours and 12 hours when they are about four to six weeks to cause flowering. Once
completed, all that's left is to harvest the plants when they are ready! Using enzymes to maximize fertilizers Another tip to speed up your harvest is to use enzymes to maximize fertilizer for your cannabis plants. Mycorrhiza, literally meaning root fungus, is a treasure of cannabis! This helps your cannabis plant with nutrients and water absorption, increasing the surface of the absorbing area of the roots and releasing enzymes that help
dissolve nutrients that are harder for the plant to capture. These nutrients include nitrogen, phosphorus, iron and other densely related nutrients. Azos is a beneficial bacteria used in the rooting phase of clones. This promotes growth while stimulating the natural development of the roots by converting nitrogen into a can-prepared form for the cannabis plant. You just mix it in the water after the water has been adjusted to a pH level of
5.8. It is recommended to soak the grow cubes in this azos mixture for the best results. Mikos are sprinkled with roots and grow environments and are usually used during transplantation. Mikos is a natural species of soil fungi that helps the plant develop stronger roots, contributing to a better absorption of nutrients and water. Harvest, drying and treating is finally harvest time! To start drying out your cannabis plant, the temperature
must be set to 70 degrees Fahrenheit and humidity up to 50% without absolutely no light! An example of hanging branches in a drying room. Photo Credit Hanging Method is the most popular when it comes to drying cannabis. Cut the branches into one or two foot sticks and use a thin wire to tie them in a long strand from the ceiling to grow the tent. Keep them about one leg off the ground. Continue to use the fan for air circulation, but
be careful not to point the fan directly at the drying buds. Once the stems of the individual kidneys begin to snap, when you bend them, the drying process is complete. Properly stored kidneys undergoing treatment. Photo Credit After drying is complete, it's time to cure your kidneys. We recommend using glass jars and filling them with about 3/4 full bud. Keep jars stored in a cool, dark place about 70 degrees Fahrenheit to properly
cure your kidneys. This process takes about four weeks and should not be rushed. During the first week, burp the jars for one hour each day. During the second week of treatment, belching jars for 30 minutes each day. During week three, burping over minutes a day during the first half of the week and add humidity packs, such as Boveda, in the second half of the week. In week four, you won't need to burp and it will be time to enjoy
fresh, delicious, homegrown buds! Happy growth, see you next time! It's time! It's time!
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